HISTORIC HILL CLIMBER
Summer 2016

PHA Musuem & Archives

PHA HEALEY STASHED IN MASS!!
Was contacted by a “customer” look to track down some history
on a car he came across….how did he find me? Well, there
was a 1970 Tuscarora Tech Sticker still clinging to this tattered
beast! A couple of Googles...and he found me. Using my databases...I could run the cars number and came up with a potential racer by the name of, Harold Anstine of Red Lion, PA. I
provided what I could...and hope to see this car back on the
track...love the original patina, hope it stays like that!!

You can see a Sprite beside our subject
car...no request on info was made on
that….pretty neat, like a time capsule!

Anstine’s PHA License...remember him?

HAPPENINGS!!
Once again…I apologize for this issue being late! I think what I’ll do, to alleviate a little stress, is release 4 issues per year seasonally. Meaning they won’t be tied to a specific month anymore (this being the Summer issue). That will give me some “flex time”.
The Museum is in presentable condition and can be visited upon request. There is a lot of work to do...filing, installing some
shelves, sorting and data entry...come winter time.
Remember there are two presentations coming up this year...see attached fliers. I hope to see a good veteran turnout!! Come out
and see some old friends! If anyone would like to ride with me...I’ll be taking my Eurovan. Let me know.

Amazing what you’ll find on
Craig’s list….Rich Sweigart
spotted Jim Seiple’s old EP
Alfa Romeo for sale...Jim
and this car racked up a lot
of class wins...maybe it will
be back on the hills soon.

WHO IS IT!?
In our last issue we focused on drivers with the last name starting with “U”. We didn’t
have a lot of guesses but here are the answers: Garth Ullom, Walt Urban, Robert Urso, &
Carl Ulrich. This issue...you guessed it….who can you ID out of these folks with the last
name starting with “V”?
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RIP
We say good-bye to Bill Kohler aka
“Barfing Bill” and Michael
Shields...sympathies to their family
and friends.
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All Time Historic 1 Champions, by class wins

1.

Rich Rock

2.

Adolf Battifarano*

3.

Bill Shields* & Bill Lessig*

4.

Patricia Enzman-Alspach

5.

Lloyd Geib

* currently active

